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ABSTRACT
A method to identify input-dependent jumps from the execution
of obfuscated machine code is presented. Input-dependent jumps,
which are defined as jumps whose target addresses can be changed
depending on the input, correspond to decision points in program
execution. By investigating how a target address is calculated, it is
possible to pinpoint the triggering conditions of a given behavior,
and new execution paths can be discovered by finding input values
that change the target address. Obfuscators hinder such analysis by
inserting numerous artificial jumps that use opaque predicates with
constant values into the code. One important obfuscation approach
is virtualization-obfuscation, in which entire blocs of control flow
information are replaced with bytecode interpreter code. Using
the fact that the semantics of the original program must be pre-
served under obfuscation, we propose an obfuscation mitigation
approach that exploits the relationship between the original and
obfuscated executions using dynamic data flow graphs that repre-
sent output computation using concrete and symbolic information.
These graphs are generated from execution traces that are recorded
using dynamic binary instrumentation and simplified using pattern-
based rules based on algebraic identities and the general properties
of well-behaved programs. To identify input-dependent jumps, a
dynamic data flow graph is generated and simplified for each write
access to the program counter; if the node for the target address is
reachable from a node for an input value in the resulting graph, the
jump is input-dependent. Experimental application of the proposed
approach to code treated with various obfuscators successfully
revealed the relationship between input-dependent jumps in the
original and obfuscated executions, confirming that information
obtained from dynamic data flow graphs is useful in understanding
branch conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Obfuscation [6, 20] is a technique for transforming program code to
make it more difficult to follow. An obfuscator hides the structure
of an original program while leaving its observable behavior un-
changed, enabling the use of the obfuscated program in place of the
original program. Although the obfuscation approach is useful for
protecting secrets contained in program code and preventing un-
wantedmodifications, obfuscation is also used inmalicious software
to hinder analysis and detection. Without proper tools and skills,
it is easy to waste effort on working with maliciously obfuscated
code with irrelevant information and missing important behavior.
It is therefore useful to develop tools that can mitigate the effects
of obfuscation and identify original program behavior to facilitate
the analysis of potentially malicious obfuscated executables.

An important approach to gaining a better understanding of
the structure and behavior of a program is identifying the branch
conditions of jumps in program execution. Conditions that trig-
ger specific behaviors can be used to discover input values for
new execution paths through the use of methods such as sym-
bolic execution [2]. Unfortunately, the control flow information of
an obfuscated program will not be related to that of the original
program. A powerful example of control flow transformation is
virtualization-obfuscation [8, 11, 18, 19, 26], which is also known
as emulation-based obfuscation [21] or table interpretation [6].
Virtualization-obfuscation transforms an original program into a
bytecode program to be executed by an interpreter. Although this
results in a program with a control flow information that is related
solely to the structure of the interpreter, jumps in the execution
of the obfuscated program will correspond to jumps in execution
of the original program because the observable behaviors of the
obfuscated and original programs should be same.

We propose a method for using input-dependent jumps to iden-
tify the relationship between the execution of an obfuscated pro-
gram and that of its original. Here, we define an input-dependent
jump as a jump whose target address can be changed depending on
the input. In both an obfuscated and original program, such jumps
will be related to decision points in program execution; by contrast,
jumps with a predetermined target address will likely be related to
obfuscation constructs.

Identification of input-dependent jumps in obfuscated code is
not trivial because execution is obfuscated by the use of constants
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Figure 1: Overall process overview.

and algebraic identities. If branch conditions are generated without
proper simplification, the results are usually too complex to under-
stand, both for humans and machines. For example, Yadegari et
al. [25] reports cases where naive application of symbolic execution
to obfuscated code fails or times out even if the original code is
very simple. After observing the execution of obfuscated binaries,
we realized that such programs access large numbers of constant
values embedded in the binaries. Computation using constants can
be simplified because its results are already known. On the other
hand, computation that depends on input values will be related to
the semantics of the original program.

To identify input-dependent jumps, the proposed method gener-
ates dynamic data flow graphs from dynamically generated traces.
These graphs, which capture the computation of the target ad-
dresses of jumps, are simplified to eliminate the effects of obfusca-
tion using graph rewriting rules based on algebraic identities and
the general properties of well-behaved programs. A jump will then
be identified as input-dependent if the node for the target address
is reachable from a node for an input value in the simplified graph
for the jump. Figure 1 shows the overall process.

Testing of the proposed identification method against the com-
mercial obfuscators Code Virtualizer [15], Themida [16], and VM-
Protect [22] revealed that the number of input-dependent jumps
in the obfuscated executions did not differ significantly from the
number of jumps in the original execution. It suggests that the pro-
posed method successfully identified most of the jumps introduced
by the obfuscators as non-input-dependent. Experiments with Ti-
gress challenges [5] shows the efficacy of our method. Many of the
simplified branch conditions are able to be understood by human
with reasonable effort. In this paper, we focus on the assessment of
the proposed method against the virtualization-obfuscation tools
for x86 and x64 platforms. Our approach, however, can be applied
in other situations because no special assumptions are made re-
garding the obfuscation approach; indeed, the tested obfuscators
use combinations of various obfuscation techniques.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
motivating examples. Section 3 introduces the dynamic data flow
graphs used by the proposed approach. Section 4 describes how the
traces and graphs are generated, while Section 5 describes how the
graphs are simplified and how input-dependent jumps are identified.
Sections 6 and 7 discuss the experimental results and review related
work, respectively, and, finally, Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
In this paper, we use a factorial program (Figure 2) and a bubble
sort program (Figure 3) as examples. Although these are relatively
simple programs, they are difficult to analyze following obfuscation,
which in this case is done using Code Virtualizer 1.3.9.10 and 2.2.2.0,
Themida 2.4.6.0, and VMProtect 2.13.6 and 3.1.2.830.

Approaches to automated program analysis can be classified
into two categories: static and dynamic. In static analysis, program

fac = 1;
for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)
{

fac *= i;
}

Figure 2: Factorial program.

for (i = 1; i < n; i++)
{

for (j = i; j > 0; j--)
{

if (x[j] < x[j-1])
{

t = x[j];
x[j] = x[j-1];
x[j-1] = t;

}
}

}

Figure 3: Bubble sort program.

941911 @ 0x8b1030 : mov dword ptr [ebp-0x8], 0x1
941912 @ 0x8b1037 : mov dword ptr [ebp-0x4], 0x1
941913 @ 0x8b103e : jmp 0x8b1049
941914 @ 0x8b1049 : mov ecx, dword ptr [ebp-0x4]
941915 @ 0x8b104c : cmp ecx, dword ptr [ebp-0xc]
941916 @ 0x8b104f : jnle 0x8b105d

Figure 4: Execution of factorial of zero.

behavior is investigated without executing the program. It is easy to
lose precision under static analysis because the approach considers
all possible execution paths together. Most obfuscators in practice
are strong enough to defeat static analysis. Although there is some
work on static analysis of obfuscated machine code [11], it requires
understanding of the obfuscation structure, which usually requires
dynamic or manual analysis.

Here, we apply a dynamic approach that uses traces from pro-
gram execution. Under dynamic analysis, precise results can be
obtained using values from actual execution of the program. One
limitation of this approach is that only executed code is analyzed,
and therefore a malicious program can be classified as benign if the
malicious part of the program is not executed. This problem can be
solved by increasing coverage through the discovery of new paths.

We first look at the unobfuscated execution of the factorial pro-
gram shown in Figure 2 with the variable n set to zero. Because
i <= n is not satisfied, the body of the loop is not executed; only
by setting the input variable n to a value greater than or equal
to one will the body be executed. Figure 4 shows the information
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Figure 5: Control flow graph of factorial program (original).

extracted from a trace of the execution. The first, second, and third
columns show the identification numbers of instruction execution
instances, the addresses of the instructions, and the instructions
in assembly language, respectively. Variables i and fac occupy
memory locations pointed by ebp-0x4 and ebp-0x8, respectively,
while the input variable n is set to zero and stored in a memory
location pointed by ebp-0xc. After initialization of variables fac
and i, i and n are compared, the conditional branch is taken, and
the loop body is skipped.

We assume that the original binary executables are usual ap-
plication programs compiled using a typical compiler, in which
case any unusual behavior observed in the execution of obfuscated
programs can be taken to reflect code inserted by obfuscators.

We also assume that only the essential parts of the program are
obfuscated, and program execution starts from the unobfuscated
area before entering the obfuscated area. Applying expensive trans-
formation such as virtualization-obfuscation to entire programs
generally produces undesirable results because it significantly slows
down the execution. Identification of obfuscated areas is an inter-
esting research subject. For example, Xu et al. [23] covers a method
to detect boundaries of obfuscating virtual machines. However, the
proposed approach simply inserts markers into samples to identify
the beginning and end of the obfuscated area because it is not the
topic of this work. Obfuscation boundaries of Tigress challenges
are determined by heuristics.

In the obfuscation process, various control and data transfor-
mations are performed to increase the analysis workload through
the insertion of numerous instructions that do not change the final
results and the conversion of simple computations to more complex
variants using the laws of arithmetic and logic. Obfuscation also
alters program control flow information to mislead the analysis
process. For example, virtualization-obfuscation converts an origi-
nal program into a bytecode program and its interpreter. Figures 5
and 6 show the control flow graphs of the original factorial pro-
gram in Figure 2 and the program obfuscated by Code Virtualizer 1,
respectively. It is seen that the two graphs are different, with only
the structure of the interpreter visible in Figure 6. In this case, the
structure of the virtual machine and interpreter is determined by
the obfuscator. As a result, automated analysis of obfuscated code
is challenging even if a dynamic approach is used.

It is possible to use input-dependent jumps to find the relation-
ship between the obfuscated and original execution. A jump that
depends on an input value in the original execution must have a cor-
responding jump in the obfuscated execution because the semantics
of the original program are preserved in the obfuscation process.
Thus, an analysis of the input-dependent jumps in the obfuscated
execution can reveal decisions made in the original execution.

Table 1: Memory location statistics.

Obfuscator Total Main Constant

Original 12 0 0
Code Virtualizer 1 749 685 640
Code Virtualizer 2 1722 1626 876

Themida 2 1184 1076 932
VMProtect 2 1611 1355 1355
VMProtect 3 2123 1995 1995

To use input-dependent jumps, they must be identified from
the program execution. In Figure 4, jmp 0x8b1049 of execution
instance 941913 is not input-dependent because its target address is
predetermined. By contrast, jnle 0x8b105d of execution instance
941916 is input-dependent because its target address is determined
based on the result of comparing the variable i with the input
variable n. The jump will be considered non-input-dependent if the
value of n is predetermined.

In this work, input values are required to satisfy two conditions.
First, they are used in the code of interest but defined outside.
Secondly, they can be changed by the user. The second condition is
checked with a negative list approach, in which a set of conditions
to be a non-input value are provided; for example, a constant value
is a non-input value. In this scheme, a value is considered as an
input value if it does not satisfy any of the conditions. Although
most previous work [8, 11, 19, 26] requires manual identification
of input values, our experiment indicates that such effort is not
always necessary.

Identification of input-dependent jumps is complicated under
obfuscated execution, partly because obfuscated programs use em-
bedded constant values. Table 1 lists statistics on memory location
usage from the execution of the factorial program with the input
variable n set to two. The first and second columns show, respec-
tively, the obfuscation tools and the total sizes in bytes of the mem-
ory locations accessed during their execution. Some of the locations
are in the stack, while others are in the memory regions allocated
for the main executable image. The third column shows the sizes
in bytes of the memory locations accessed in the main executable
region. Some of these memory locations contain constant values
inserted by the obfuscator. The values of the constants’ locations
are taken directly from the executable image, and there are no write
operations to these locations. The fourth column shows the sizes
in bytes of the constants’ memory locations. It is seen that the
obfuscated programs use large numbers of constants.

To mitigate the effects of obfuscation, the results of computation
using multiple constants can be simplified to a single constant.
Obfuscated computation can also be simplified using the laws of
arithmetic and logic. Such simplification, however, requires the
use of a data structure to represent the computational process;
as discussed in the following section, such data structures can be
generated using dynamic data flow graphs.

3 DYNAMIC DATA FLOW GRAPHS
The proposed approach uses dynamic data flow graphs to represent
how output values are computed from input values. Note that our
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Figure 6: Control flow graph of factorial program (obfuscated by Code Virtualizer 1).

notion of a flow graph is different from some literature [10], where
a flow graph is defined as a directed graph with a node that can
reach every node in the graph.

A dynamic data flow graph is a directed acyclic multigraph,
whose edges are labeled by numbers. It is defined as a 5-tuple
(N , E, def , use, pos), where N and E are disjoint sets for nodes and
edges and def : E → N , use : E → N , and pos : E → N are functions
on E. The nodes correspond to values of expressions calculated
during execution. Each access to memory or a register is considered
separately because a given location can be used for completely
unrelated purposes under obfuscated execution. If a node n ∈ N
represents a result of an operation, its operands are represented
with other nodes. For each operand, there is an edge e ∈ E directed
from the operand node to the operation node. In this case, we call
the operand node as the definition node of e denoted by def (e),
and the operation node as the use node of e denoted by use(e). If
the operation of node n takes i operands, there should be i edges
directed to n. The map pos labels these edges by assigning position
numbers from 1 to i according to the order of the operands. There
should be no cycle in a dynamic data flow graph, because it is not
possible to use a value before definition. A dynamic data flow graph
can be generated for a single output or multiple output values;
additionally, a dynamic data flow graph for a single output value
can be extracted as a subgraph from a graph for multiple output
values.

The dynamic data flow graph nodes are designed to provide both
symbolic and concrete information on the computational process.
A node is defined as a 3-tuple (id, type, info), where id is a node
identification number, type is a node type corresponding to the
type of expression it represents, and info is information for type-
dependent analysis. The concrete value of each expression and its
size in bits are stored for all nodes. They are used when a node for
a symbolic variable or a result of an operation is converted to a
node for a constant. They are also used to check the consistency of
the graph.

The types of nodes and their corresponding information are
listed in Table 2. The nodes of a dynamic data flow graph can be
categorized into the following types: Access, Integer, Operation,
Symbol, and Variable. An Access node represents the read or write
access of an execution instance of an instruction to a target. In
this case, the address of the target and the identification number of
the execution instance are stored in the node along with the mode
of access, which is r for a read or w for a write. An Integer node
represents a constant. An Operation node represents an operation

Table 2: Types of nodes.

Type Information

Access address, execution, mode, size, value
Integer size, value
Operation size, value
Symbol name, size, value
Variable address, size, value

with operands. The operands of an operation are independently
represented by separate nodes and connected by edges to the Op-
eration node. A Symbol node represents a value that is determined
by the environment. For example, the start address of a section in
memory, which is determined by the loader when the image of the
executable is loaded, will be represented by a specific Symbol node.
Each Symbol node is given a name, which is stored in the node. A
Variable node represents a value given from outside. For example, a
command line argument will be represented by a specific Variable
node. The value of a Variable node is read from an address in the
memory or a register that is stored in the Variable node.

Access type has two special subtypes: Input and Output. Input
subtype is used for values from system-dependent operations. For
example, an output value of RDTSC instruction, which reads the
time-stamp counter of the processor, is represented by an Input
node. Output subtype is used to mark output values. For example,
a target address of a jump is represented with an Output node in
our experiments.

Operation type has various subtypes that are categorized ac-
cording to their semantics as in Table 3. Operation node subtypes
are based on the machine instruction types but are modified to
facilitate analysis. Nodes for associative operations can have arbi-
trary numbers of operands, although actual machine instructions
have limited numbers of operands. If an instruction has multiple
output values, each is separately represented. Furthermore, the
computation of an output value is represented separately from the
computation of the status register. A node for a conditional jump
has three operands. The first is a value from the status register. If
the condition is satisfied for the first operand, the target address is
set to the value from the second operand; otherwise, the target ad-
dress is set to the value from the third operand, which contains the
address of the next instruction of the jump instruction. Note that
machine instructions for conditional jumps have only one target; if
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1: s_text = 0x008b1000

3: Add
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2: 0x00000049
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4: w_941913_eip

1

Figure 7: Dynamic data flow graph for jmp 0x8b1049.

the condition is not satisfied, the next instruction is executed. Indi-
rect memory access is expressed by IndirectRead and IndrectWrite
nodes, each of which will have two operands—one for the memory
address and the other for the value at the address. Merge and Split
nodes represent combinations of operations of different sizes. For
example, if a program first writes to the EAX register and then to
the AL register, which is the lower half of the EAX register, the final
value of the EAX register will be a combination of the results of the
two operations. The value of a Merge node is the concatenation of
the values of its operands, while that of a Split node is computed by
selecting bits from the value of its operand. The positions at which
a selection is started and stopped are stored in a Split node.

The proposed method uses an address scheme that gives an
address to each register, with a 64-bit flat memory used for both
registers and memory. Register addresses are taken from a set of ad-
dresses not used during the execution. Currently, the non-canonical
addresses of x64 [1], which are not to be used by any 32-bit or 64-bit
application, are used for this purpose. Registers of different threads
use different addresses. If possible, a memory address is expressed
as the sum of a base address and an offset to allow for consistent
expressions over multiple executions regardless of the memory
allocation including relocation.

Generated graphs can be visualized or expressed in prefix nota-
tion. Figure 7 shows an example of visualization of the dynamic
data flow graph for jmp 0x8b1049 in Figure 4. The target address is
converted to a sum of a section address and an offset. The numbers
before the colons in the nodes are the node identification numbers.
Node 1 is a Symbol node that contains the address of the .text
section, which is 0x008b1000. Node 2 is an Integer node whose
value is 0x00000049. Node 3 is an Operation node for addition
whose operands are Nodes 2 and 3. Node 4 is an Access node for
the output, which is a write access at execution instance 941913 to
the EIP register. In prefix notation, this is the output w_941913_eip
set to (Add s_text 0x00000049).

4 TRACE AND GRAPH GENERATION
The trace generation tool is written in C++ using Pin [13], a dy-
namic binary instrumentation framework from Intel. Traces are
written in extensible markup language (XML). Each trace has a
trace entity containing a sequence of img, ins, execution, and
access entities. Each img entity has information on the image of
an executable and contains a raw entity and several rgn entities.
Executable images in the memory can differ from executable images
on the disk. Some addresses within the images are changed during
relocation. In Windows, the security cookies in the images are set
to new values. Images are recorded both prior to and following
loading for completeness. The main executable prior to loading is
stored in a raw entity. A region of an executable is a collection of
sections that occupies a contiguous area within the memory. There
can be multiple regions for an executable. Each region of the post-
loading main executable is stored in a rgn entity. An ins entity has
information about an instruction, which can be executed multiple
times. An execution entity has information about an execution
instance of an instruction. Each execution instance is accompanied
by access to registers and memory locations. An access entity has
information about such access.

It is worth noting that research has been conducted on anti-
instrumentation techniques and their countermeasures, e.g., Polino
et al. [17]. However, because it is outside the scope of this work,
we will not discuss this issue further.

A generated trace can be stored in a database. A table is created
for each entity in the XML. Columns of each table are taken from
the attributes of the corresponding entity.

The proposedmethod uses a tool that constructs andmanipulates
dynamic data flow graphs in Python. Each graph is implemented
as a dictionary that maps a node identification number to a tuple
of the node and a tuple of identification numbers of the nodes of
its direct predecessors. For faster access, a hash value is assigned
to each graph node and each value in the dictionary for the graph.
The graphs can be stored in a JavaScript object notation (JSON) file.

A dynamic data flow graph is generated backwards from each
write access to the program counter. The program counter is written
by call and return instructions and unconditional and conditional
jumps. For each conditional jump, the target address and value of
the status register are both investigated; otherwise, only the target
address is investigated.

Graph generation begins with a graph with Access nodes as
output. Each jump is represented by a node for write access to the
program counter. The graph grows by adding predecessors to the
Access nodes. If an Access node corresponds to write access, nodes
for read access that affect the computation based on the type of op-
eration are added. In this case, write and read access are performed
by the same execution instance. If an Access node corresponds to
read access, nodes for the latest write access are added to the target
addresses from the previous execution instances in the obfuscated
part of the execution. If there are multiple such nodes, they are
merged using an Operation node for merge operation. If there are
no such nodes, a Variable node is added and it is concluded that the
value of the read access is from the outside of the obfuscated part
of the execution. Nodes are added until there is no Access node
without a predecessor. The process terminates because the length
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Table 3: Subtypes of Operation type.

Category Subtypes

Arithmetic and Logic Add, And, Bswap, . . . , Cmpxchg, . . . ,Mul, Neg, Not, Or, . . . , Rol, Ror, . . . , Shl, Shr, Sub, Xor
Flags ADD_FLAGS, . . . , CMP_FLAGS, CMPXCHG_FLAGS, . . . , TEST_FLAGS, . . .
Conditional Jumps JB, JBE, JL, JLE, JNB, JNBE, JNL, JNLE, JNO, JNP, JNS, JNZ, JO, JP, JS, JZ
Indirection IndirectRead, IndirectWrite
Merge and Split Merge, Split

of the trace is finite, with a time complexity roughly linear to the
length of the trace.

5 GRAPH SIMPLIFICATION AND
INPUT-DEPENDENT JUMP
IDENTIFICATION

To remove the effects of obfuscation, the proposed method simpli-
fies graphs by applying simplification rules until no change can be
made. Each node is tested with its predecessors to check whether
it can satisfy the conditions of any simplification rules; if a rule
can be applied, the corresponding action is performed. The simpli-
fication rules need to be adjusted depending on the situation and
the desired granularity. It must be ensured that the simplification
process eventually terminates.

Our simplification process begins with identification of non-
input values. We use two conditions based on general properties of
well-behaved programs. First, if a value of a Variable node is taken
from a value embedded in the code area, it is considered as constant.
Then the node is replaced by an Integer node. If the address of a
Variable node belongs to the range of the main executable, all access
to that address is investigated. Secondly, the value of the trap flag
of the status register is simplified to a constant because the trap
flag is not one of the seven flags used by applications.

Computations using constants are simplified. If all operands of
an Operation node are constants, the result of the operation is
considered to be constant and the node is replaced by an Integer
node.

Movement of data is simplified. If a value is moved multiple
times, the movements are simplified to a single movement. Indirect
memory access is simplified to a direct memory access if its target
address is fixed. If a Split node has aMerge node as an operand and
only one operand of theMerge node corresponds to the position
and size of the Split node, the Split node is replaced by the node of
that operand.

Operations are simplified depending on their semantics. Figure 8
shows the rules for simplification using prefix notation. If an op-
eration is commutative and associative, its operands are collected
together. If such an operation has multiple constant operands, they
are simplified to a single operand. Like terms in the operands of an
addition are combined. For example, (Add x x x) becomes (Mul x 3);
because addition is easier to simplify than subtraction, subtracting
x from y is represented as adding the negation of x to y.

Replacing nodes with simpler nodes makes some nodes unusable;
nodes that do not reach an output node are removed.

A jump is identified as input-dependent if its simplified graph
has an Input node that represents a result of a system-dependent

∗ Rules using associativity:
• (Add x . . . (Add y . . . )) → (Add x . . . y . . . )
• (And x . . . (And y . . . )) → (And x . . . y . . . )
• (Mul x . . . (Mul y . . . )) → (Mul x . . . y . . . )
• (Or x . . . (Or y . . . )) → (Or x . . . y . . . )
• (Xor x . . . (Xor y . . . )) → (Xor x . . . y . . . )

∗ Rules using identity:
• (Add x (Neg x)) → 0
• (Add x 0) → x
• (And x (Not x)) → 0
• (And x -1) → x
• (And x 0) → 0
• (And x x) → x
• (Mul x 0) → 0
• (Mul x 1) → x
• (Neg (Neg x)) → x

• (Not (Not x)) → x
• (Or x (Not x)) → -1
• (Or x -1) → -1
• (Or x 0) → x
• (Or x x) → x
• (Xor x (Not x)) → -1
• (Xor x -1) → (Not x)
• (Xor x 0) → x
• (Xor x x) → 0

Figure 8: Sample rules for simplification.

operation or a Variable node that represents a value from outside
of the obfuscated area. If an input-dependent jump is found, all
access to flag operation results in the computation of the jump is
considered as used. Values of used access are considered to be con-
stants in the analysis of later jumps. Jumps computed by applying
non-input-dependent computation to a previous input-dependent
jump are not identified as input-dependent.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We generated and simplified dynamic data flow graphs to iden-
tify input-dependent jumps for factorial and bubble sort programs
treated with the commercial obfuscators and Tigress challenges.
Traces of new samples and Tigress challenges are generated, re-
spectively, on x86 Windows and x64 Linux machines. The traces
were analyzed on a Linux system with dual Intel Xeon E5-2640 v3
processors and 128GB of memory.

Tables 4–6 show the results. In the tables, the first column shows
the names of the obfuscators or samples used. The second column
shows the input values given to the program through the command
line. The third columns show the number of instances of executed
instructions in the obfuscated part of the execution, while the fourth
columns display the number of total jumps, i.e., the number of write
accesses to the program counter. The fifth and sixth columns show,
respectively, the number of input-dependent jumps before and
after simplification. The seventh columns show the time spent to
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generate the dynamic data flow graph for all target addresses from
the trace stored in the database in seconds and, finally, the eighth
columns show the time spent to simplify the dynamic data flow
graph and identify the input-dependent jumps in seconds.

For the factorial programs, the number of input-dependent jumps
exceeds the input n by one because the counter i is compared to n
before each iteration of the loop. For the bubble sort programs with
a single input value, only one jump is input-dependent because
only one comparison is performed to check the counter i. For the
bubble sort programs with three input values, there are six input-
dependent jumps because three comparisons each are carried out to
check the counter and compare the values of the array, respectively.
There is no input-dependent jump for the inner loop for (j = i;
j > 0; j--) because both i and j are initialized and computed in
the obfuscated part of the execution.

It is seen that the number of input-dependent jumps taken by
the obfuscated programs are significantly decreased after simpli-
fication. For three of the obfuscators, all input-dependent jumps
were identified with precise information about the input; however,
the simplification did not work as well for the remaining obfusca-
tors, but it is expected that the use of better simplification rules
would improve these results. The programs obfuscated by Themida
2 performed initialization before executing code in the obfuscated
area; some values from this initialization were incorrectly identi-
fied as input values, and excluding them from the input would also
improve the results.

Although the process is not straightforward, simplified dynamic
data flow graphs of input-dependent jumps can be used to identify
jump conditions with reasonable effort. Input values for new paths
can be generated using the identified jump conditions. Without
simplification, identification of jump conditions is nearly impossi-
ble.

Figure 9 shows a simplified dynamic data flow graph for jnle
0x8b105d in Figure 4. The jump corresponds to i <= n in Figure 2,
where the variable i is set to one and the variable n has the input
value. The jump is performed by the jump if not less or equal (JNLE)
instruction following the compare (CMP) instruction. The branch is
taken if the input is less than one; because in this case the value of
the input is zero, the branch is taken and the loop body is skipped.
A new path can be discovered by using an input value greater than
or equal to one.

Figure 10 shows a dynamic data flow graph of the input-dependent
jump, corresponding to the jump of the original program in Figure 9,
from the execution of the factorial program obfuscated by Code
Virtualizer 1 with input zero. In the original program, the JNLE
instruction performs a jump to the target if zero flag (ZF, 0x40)
is 0 and sign flag (SF, 0x80) and overflow flag (OF, 0x800) are the
same. In the obfuscated program, the target address is still com-
puted using the flags from the CMP instruction but the semantics
of the JNLE instruction are emulated using other operations. Node
4 contains the flags computed by comparing the input variable n
with the constant one. Flags of interest are extracted by the AND
operations. SF in Node 6 and OF in Node 10 are compared by the
XOR operation at Node 13. The least significant bits of Nodes 14, 15,
and 24 will be 1 if SF and OF are the same. ZF in Node 17 is manip-
ulated so that the second least significant bit of Node 24 will be 1 if
ZF is 0. The jump to the target address is taken if the value of Node

24 is 3, which occurs if ZF = 0 and SF = OF. Although following
this graph is by no means trivial, the simplification process makes
it significantly easier to understand the execution. The simplified
graph has 34 nodes and 40 edges, as compared to 15,863 nodes and
19,717 prior to simplification.

Figure 11 shows the corresponding graph from VMProtect 3.
The graph has 59 nodes and 70 edges, as compared to the 15,064
nodes and 18,223 edges on the pre-simplified graph. In this case,
the computation of the flags by the CMP instruction is split into
two parts. SF and ZF are computed using the ADD operation at
Node 3, while OF is computed using the ADD_FLAGS operation at
Node 10; the three flags are then merged by the ADD operation at
Node 12 and evaluated to see whether the condition of the JNLE
instruction is met. The value of Node 34 is 0x40 if ZF = 0 and SF =
OF, and the target address is computed using the value of Node 34
and other non-input-dependent values.

7 RELATEDWORK
Collberg et al. [6] is a classic survey of obfuscation and deobfus-
cation techniques in which obfuscation is defined as transforma-
tion of a source program to a target program provided that the
source and target programs have the same observable behavior.
Virtualization-obfuscation is mentioned as one of the most effective
obfuscation transformations, while identification and evaluation of
opaque variables and predicates is identified as the most difficult
part of deobfuscation.

Schrittwieser et al. [20] is a relatively recent survey that provides
a classification of analysis scenarios based on analysis methods and
goals. In their work, analysis methods are classified into four cat-
egories: pattern matching, static analysis, dynamic analysis, and
human analysis. Analysis goals are similarly classified as: locat-
ing data, locating code, extracting code, and understanding code.
According to their categorization, our work can be classified as
locating code through dynamic analysis.

Obfuscators are used to make programs difficult to understand.
It is worth noting that currently used obfuscators generally do not
have a theoretical proof of effectiveness. In Barak et al. [3], obfusca-
tion is required to have the black box property: any analysis result
from an obfuscated program can be obtained from oracle access
to its original program. Although obfuscators with the black box
property have interesting cryptographic applications, it is shown
that they do not exist. Although there has been research on weaker
notions of obfuscation with promising results, e.g., Garg et al. [9],
they have yet to be used in practice. Accordingly, to date the ef-
fectiveness of obfuscators has been evaluated through empirical
means.

In Coogan et al. [8], the analysis of virtualization-obfuscation is
classified into two categories: outside-in approaches and inside-out
approaches. Under an outside-in approach, the structure of the vir-
tual machine is first analyzed and the result is used to understand
an obfuscated program. Under an inside-out approach, an obfus-
cated program is directly analyzed without regard to the structure
of the virtual machine. The method proposed in this paper takes
an inside-out approach, which, because of its generality, makes it
effective against various obfuscation techniques.
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Table 4: Input-dependent jumps from factorial program.

Obfuscator Input Length Total Without With Generation Simplification
Jumps Simplification Simplification Time (s) Time (s)

Original

0 6 2 1 1 0.03 0.01
1 16 4 2 2 0.07 0.01
2 26 6 3 3 0.10 0.02
10 106 22 11 11 0.31 0.05

Code Virtualizer 1

0 8178 1762 165 1 28 7
1 18674 4061 366 2 73 27
2 29170 6360 567 3 110 57
10 113138 24752 2175 11 437 891

Code Virtualizer 2

0 82909 1647 1425 1 114 32
1 127961 2531 2272 2 164 59
2 173029 3416 3120 3 214 91
10 533581 10492 9904 11 640 642

Themida 2

0 65311 1276 1265 117 71 40
1 108583 2137 2122 194 135 87
2 151874 2999 2980 271 183 157
10 498202 9895 9844 887 610 1471

VMProtect 2

0 37773 5548 590 1 67 510
1 72090 10613 1123 2 133 1149
2 106345 15678 1656 3 206 1792
10 380721 56198 5920 11 971 8723

VMProtect 3

0 13311 1275 369 1 19 4
1 28443 2826 789 2 43 11
2 43575 4377 1209 3 69 17
10 164631 16785 4569 11 262 121

Table 5: Input-dependent jumps from bubble sort program.

Obfuscator Input Length Total Without With Generation Simplification
Jumps Simplification Simplification Time (s) Time (s)

Original
1 2 3 68 19 11 6 0.26 0.06
2 5 2 1 1 0.02 0.01

3 2 1 110 19 11 6 0.37 0.07

Code Virtualizer 1
1 2 3 102598 19255 1291 6 219 276
2 13233 2464 166 1 27 8

3 2 1 177538 33502 2200 6 397 747

Code Virtualizer 2
1 2 3 324025 6896 6453 6 605 540
2 75656 1552 1343 1 163 72

3 2 1 571369 12062 11355 6 1060 1400

Themida 2
1 2 3 310336 6370 6197 533 358 353
2 60729 1194 1161 110 73 27

3 2 1 557585 11350 11051 968 658 1072

VMProtect 2
1 2 3 263724 30344 10953 22 585 463
2 34505 3713 1330 3 52 14

3 2 1 326556 35213 12726 40 766 761

VMProtect 3
1 2 3 115449 14334 3456 6 194 79
2 11649 1486 333 1 18 4

3 2 1 132483 16635 3987 6 226 88
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Table 6: Input-dependent jumps from Tigress challenges (Linux-x86_64).

Sample Input Length Total Without With Generation Simplification
Jumps Simplification Simplification Time (s) Time (s)

0000/challenge-0 0 39742 2872 1999 0 1575 28
0000/challenge-1 0 86212 11426 8142 1 10505 94
0000/challenge-2 0 30801 10409 9816 3 1766 24
0000/challenge-3 0 43534 3421 2488 0 1908 32
0000/challenge-4 0 17665 2725 1366 1 322 9

0001/challenge-0 0 12253 411 228 188 51 8
0001/challenge-1 0 13975 455 247 208 72 13
0001/challenge-2 0 31431 1119 610 609 248 71
0001/challenge-3 0 24415 804 435 338 146 22
0001/challenge-4 0 17080 567 304 303 81 17

0003/challenge-0 0 437698 24623 13331 2 11783 809
0003/challenge-1 0 113812 6843 3721 2730 1204 247
0003/challenge-2 0 89682 5181 2921 991 672 82
0003/challenge-3 0 50412 3579 1839 1 391 20
0003/challenge-4 0 216907 17952 9486 7891 4025 1452

1: 0x00000001

3: CMP_FLAGS

1

2: v_0x0020f874 = 0x00000000

2

9: JNLE

1

4: s_text = 0x008b1000

6: Add

1

8: Add

1

5: 0x0000005d

2

2

7: 0x00000051

2

3

10: w_941916_eip

1

Figure 9: Simplified dynamic data flow graph for i <= n (original).

Sharif et al. [21] takes an outside-in approach to dynamic analy-
sis on traces in which variables are identified using forward and
backward dynamic data flow analysis. After identifying the virtual
program counter from variables, each part of the bytecode inter-
preter is identified using dynamic taint analysis. After extracting
the syntax and semantics of the bytecode instructions, a control
flow graph is generated for the bytecode.

Rolles [18] takes another outside-in approach using human anal-
ysis in which the structure of the virtual machine is manually
reverse-engineered and the bytecode is converted into intermediate
representation. After applying optimization to the intermediate
representation, x86 code is generated.

Kinder [11] takes yet another outside-in approach using static
analysis. Precise static analysis of a virtualization-obfuscated pro-
gram is difficult because unrelated locations in the original program

can be mapped to the same location in the obfuscated program. This
problem, called domain flattening, is solved by using the virtual
program counter.

Coogan et al. [8] takes an inside-out approach using dynamic
analysis in which a relevant subtrace is extracted from a trace of an
obfuscated program as an approximation of the trace of the original
program. Here, a relevant subtrace is defined as one comprising
relevant instructions, i.e., instructions that affect the values of the
arguments of system calls of interest or the conditional control flow
or instructions related to function calls and returns. Conditional
control flow is analyzed using the equational reasoning system [7],
and an expression for the target address is generated and simplified
for each jump. Conditional control flow is considered relevant if
the target address depends on the value of a flag operation. One
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1: 0x00000003

27: CMP_FLAGS

1

33: JZ

1

2: 0x00000001

4: CMP_FLAGS

1

15: And

2

21: And

2

6: And

1

10: And

1

17: And

1

24: Or

1

23: Shl

1

3: v_0x0012ff34 = 0x00000000

2

8: Shr

1

12: Shr

1

19: Shr

1

5: 0x00000080

2

13: Xor

1

7: 0x07

2

14: Not

1

9: 0x00000800

2

2

11: 0x0b

2

1

25: Shl

1

16: 0x00000040

2

20: Not

1

18: 0x06

2

1

2

22: 0x01

2

2

26: Shr

2

1

2

34: w_948461_eip

1

28: s_v_lizer = 0x0041b000

30: Add

1

32: Add

1

23

29: 0x00002c37

2

31: 0x00002c1d

2

Figure 10: Simplified dynamic data flow graph for i <= n (Code Virtualizer 1).

limitation of this work is that, unlike our work, the use of constant
values is not specially treated.

Yadegari et al. [24] develop enhanced bit-level taint analysis to
analyze obfuscated machine code. They improve the precision of
taint analysis through the use taint source information; for example,
the result of the exclusive disjunction of two values with the same
taint information is not considered tainted. An application of such
taint analysis is its use in control flow graph construction [26], in
which a control flow graph of an original program is constructed
from traces of an obfuscated program using input-tainted condi-
tional control transfers. Another application is its use in symbolic
execution [25], in which a predicate is computed for each jump
as a logical conjunction of conditions that are obtained from the
taint information of the jump. The path constraint is updated by
performing logical conjunction with these jump predicates and the
input for a new path is generated by solving the path constraint.

One of the advantages of using dynamic data flow graphs instead
of enhanced bit-level taint for analysis is that the former allows
for more simplification. For example, the code in Figure 12 sets
the value of the EAX register to zero. Assuming that input_1 and
input_2 have values from different input sources, then dynamic
data flow graphs can be used to simplify the final value of the
EAX register to zero, which is not input-dependent. If enhanced
bit-level taint analysis is used instead, different taint markings
are given to the input_1 and input_2 operands, which causes
another taint marking to be given to the result of the first XOR
operation. Similarly, new taint markings are given to the results of
the second and third XOR operations. As a result, the final value
of the EAX register is considered as a tainted value. Improved
precision therefore requires additional simplification.

Symbolic execution [2] has been actively applied to the analysis
of opaque predicates. In Ming et al. [14], forward dynamic symbolic
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1: v_0x0021f854 = 0x00000000

3: Add

1

10: ADD_FLAGS

2

2: 0xfffffffe

2 1

4: Not

1

5: OR_FLAGS

1 2

6: Not

1

8: Or

1

7: 0x00000815

2

11: And

2

9: Not

1

12: Add

1

1

2

13: Not

1

20: AND_FLAGS

2

29: AND_FLAGS

2

15: Or

1

14: 0xfffff7ff

2

16: Not

1

17: OR_FLAGS

1 2

18: Not

1

24: And

1

22: And

1

19: 0x00000080

1

21: Not

1 2

2

23: Not

1

26: And

1

25: Not

1

2

27: Not

1

30: And

1

28: 0x00000040

1

2

31: Not

1

33: Or

1

32: 0xffffffbf

2

34: Not

1

36: Shr

1

35: 0x06

2

38: Add

1

37: 0xffffffff

2

39: Not

1

44: Or

1

41: Or

1

40: 0xffbaf947

2

42: Not

1

47: Add

1

50: Add

1

43: 0xffbaf9d9

2

45: Not

1

22

46: 0x006cfffc

3

49: IndirectRead

1

48: 0xb2e4bac6

2

51: Xor

1

2

52: Bswap

1

53: Neg

1

55: Add

1

54: 0xdf76a1b1

2

56: Bswap

1

58: Add

1

57: 0x00b503d2

2

59: w_952432_eip

1

Figure 11: Simplified dynamic data flow graph for i <= n (VMProtect 3).
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mov eax, input_1
xor eax, input_2
xor eax, input_1
xor eax, input_2

Figure 12: Setting the EAX register to zero.

execution is used to detect opaque predicates, while Bardin et al. [4]
applies backward-bounded dynamic symbolic execution. Whereas
the focus of such work is on opaque predicates using algebraic
equalities and inequalities, our work is focused on how jumps are
affected by the input. In Xu et al. [23], multiple granularity symbolic
execution is used to simplify virtualized snippets.

In Salwan et al. [19], dynamic taint analysis and dynamic sym-
bolic execution are used to generate intermediate representation
for LLVM [12] from virtualization-obfuscated machine code. In this
approach binary code is generated from the intermediate represen-
tation using LLVM. However, programs with user-dependent loop
or memory access are not considered.

8 CONCLUSION
We developed a method for identifying input-dependent jumps
from obfuscated execution using dynamic data flow graphs. Jumps
from the original programs can be distinguished from the jumps
from the obfuscation. Although generation and simplification of
the dynamic flow graphs require considerable computational ef-
fort, this is justified by the reduction in human effort needed for
manual analysis. The performance of the proposed method can be
further improved by using better algorithms with parallel execution.
Our method can be applied to improve other techniques such as
symbolic execution. In future work, we intend to perform further
control flow analysis using dynamic data flow graphs generated
using the proposed method.
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